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So we assume \( \lfloor r/m \rfloor \leq s < |V(G)| \).
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... but it’s very close.
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- We can also reverse these moves, and the spies remain good.
Putting It All Together

**Thm 4:** All suns are nearly spy-friendly.

\[ \left\lceil \frac{r}{m} \right\rceil \text{ spies can win} \]

\[ \text{Pf. idea: Use cycle strategy on cycle and path strategy on paths.} \]

\( m = 2, r = 8, s = 4 \)
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**Thm 4:** All suns are nearly spy-friendly. \((\lceil r/m \rceil \text{ spies can win})\)
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**Thm 4:** All suns are nearly spy-friendly. ([⌈r/m⌉] spies can win)

**Pf. idea:** Use cycle strategy on cycle and path strategy on paths.

\[
\begin{align*}
(m &= 2, \ r = 8, \ s = 4)
\end{align*}
\]
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**Thm 4:** All suns are nearly spy-friendly. \([\lceil r/m \rceil\) spies can win\)](\(r/m\) spies can win)

**Pf. idea:** Use cycle strategy on cycle and path strategy on paths.

\[
\begin{align*}
(\(m = 2, r = 8, s = 4\))
\end{align*}
\]
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